ABSTRACT. This [aper is concerned wlth functions of several complex variables analytic in the unit olydlsc. Certain Banach spaces to which these functions might belong are defined and some relationships between them are developed. The space of linear functlonals for the Banach space of functions analytic in the open unit polydisc and continuous on the unit torus is then described in terms of analytic functions using an extension of the Hadamard l)roduct.
INTRODUCTION.
In 1950 A. E. Taylor [I] studied Banach spaces of functions analytic in the unit disc. One of his principal results was a representation of linear functionals in terms of functions analytic in the unit disc. In this paper, the results of Taylor are extended to functions analytic in the unit polydisc in n-dimensional complex space.
The goal is the representation theorem for linear functions, Theorem 4.5, in which the functlonels are expressed in terms of a Hadamard product. Taylor's results have proved to be very useful in work involving certain singular linear differential operators.
His representation theorem for linear functionals was a key part of the work of Grinur and Hall in [2] , and of subsequent work of Hall in [3] and [4] . ye(g)r I
...r which is nonzero if r k M 0 e n k=l,...,n, and the proof is complete.
THE SPACES B' AND B .
Suppose B is a space of type A 3.
Two related spaces which will be used later in characterizing B* will be defined as follows: B' {FeAn: N(F;r) is uniformly bounded in r, 0<_rk<l k=l,...,n}, Equation (4.16) can be expressed in terms of real integrals using (1.21).
